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buy, the first step ui
preparing the turkey for
cooking is to thaw it. The
safest way to thaw a turkey
is in the refrigerator. It may
take two to four days
depending on the size ofyour
bird. Many people complain
about the length of tune it

Assuming you have
already purchased a frozen
turkey for Thursday’s big
Thanksgiving meal or at
least you know what kind
and size you are going to

All-Season"
ventilation

by JAMESWAY

Fresh idea

See us for systems and service that help
make the good life better.
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More than just a fan, All-Season ventilation gives
you control or the air In your buildings. Set it, then
it’s automatic. Controls drafts, dead air pockets and
condensation. Air stays fresh. Reduces stress;
helps livestock improve production.
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takes by this method and the
amount of room it takes up
the refrigerator.

Here is a quick methodfor
thawing frozen turkey safely
at room temperature that
was investigated by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
and the turkey industry.
First, find two paper bags
the type you brmg home
from the grocery store.
Place one bag inside the
other. Leave the frozen
turkey in its original wrap,
put it inside the double-layer
of bags, then close the endof
the bags completely. It is
important to keep the paper
bags closed. This holds a
cool layer of insulated air
inside which keeps the
surface of the turkey at
relatively low temperatures
while the inside parts thaw.
The thawing tune for an
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eight to 12 pound turkey
should be about 12 hours,
larger birds about 16 hours.

Once the turkey lias
thawed, handle it like fresh
turkey. Do not let it out at
room temperature, either
refrigerate it orcook it.

Today’s better bred and
fed turkeys cook faster and
at lower temperatures than
in the past. Researchers
suggest oven temperatures
as low as 250 degrees
Fahrenheit and no higher
than 325 degrees F. for
whole, ready-to-cook
turkeys. A correctly placed
meat thermometer, inserted
m the center of the inside
high muscle (or the thickest
part of the breast), should
register about 180-185
degrees Fahrenheit to give
juicy meat. To be accurate,
the thermometer should not
touch bone. There is no
substitute for an accurate
meat thermometer to assure
perfection every time.

Play it safe. Refrigerate
meat, gravy, broth and
stuffing each in a separate
container immediately after
the meal. Use ail leftovers in
two or three days, otherwise
freeze them. Use cooked,
frozen turkey meat within 39
days. Do not freeze an
uncooked stuffed turkey or a
roasted stuffed turkey.
Home freezers do not freeze
such solid forms fast enough
to be safe

If you have any doubts
about the safety of leftover

turkey, stuffing or gravy,
remember the food safety
slogan of “If in doubt,
throw It out.”

FIRESAFETY
BE PREPARED

One of the highestranking
causes of home fires is still
human carelessness. Take a
few minutes to think about
fire safety around your
home. Are your electrical
cords worn? In need of
repair or replacement? Are
those same cords under rugs
or tacked to walls? If so, you
may be asking fire to visit
your home. Fire safety now
could prevent a fire tragedy
later. Remember, the best
way to keep a fire from
spreading isnot let it start.

In the event of a home fire,
do you think you couldreact
to the emergency? Couldyou
operate a fire extinguisher?
Would your family
remember predetermined
escape routes? Would you
call the fire department
immediately? I urge you to
getyour family together now
to go over these important
points before fire strike. Be
prepared.

/Sk, IT PAYS YOU TO
OWM ONE!

Not Only In Performance
But Also In Savings Up

To $2OOO.
(Depending On The Model You Purchase)

PRESENTING
The All NEW Shift On-The-Go.

Live PTO. Powerful, trouble-
free 18 HP and 33 HP 3-cylinder
Yanmar Diesel. 2 WD & 4 WD,
Ag or Turf.

I The New easy-to-use Yanmar Tractor
The Energy Saver

No other tractor in this class offers you so much m the way
of exclusive time and work saving features Yanmar's
Power Shift transmission which gives you the best of
mechanical and hydraulic transmissions for one-touch on-
the go clutchless shifting a live 2 speed PTO which starts
driving the implement before the tractor moves, allowing
immediate and full implement performance and a new 3
cylinder Yanmar diesel engine with smoother and quieter
operation along with Yanmar’s legendary economy power
reserve and durability the features that make Yanmar
the world’s largest seller of small diesel engines They’re all
built into the new YMl£€(D)

★ Full Line of YANMAR 13 to 33
H.P. Tractors In stock
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1 MILE NORTH OF MARTINDALE ON GRIST MILL RD

‘A little out off heway but a lot less to pay ”
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